
 

Main Hoon Surya SINGHAM II movie mp4 download. Main Hoon Surya SINGHAM II is a Indian sentimental comedy-drama
film written and directed by Mahesh Kothare, who co-wrote the film with Renuka Shahane. The film stars Rajeev Khandelwal,
Rahul Bhat, Anurag Arora, Neha Sharma and Jyoti Dogra. It follows two friends who are bonded not just by friendship but also
by their love for popular actress Priya Sinha . The movie was released on 12 December 2018. Main Hoon Surya SINGHAM II
movie mp4 download. The film is a sequel to 2016 film "Singham", and the second installment of the "Singham" series,
following "Singham" (2011). The movie begins with a meeting of Surya, who is a cop in Mumbai along with his friend Jai living
by the motto – honesty always pays. They both discover that Priya Sinha is going to be a new cop in their police station and they
decide to do everything they can so that her life is comfortable and she feels at home. Jai helps her settle into Mumbai and soon
gets agitated when he sees how Surya has been getting closer to Priya. Meanwhile, Jai's girlfriend Simi proposes to him and he
accepts. Priya is shocked when Jai rejects her. Jai and Surya grow close to Priya and help her find a flat in Mumbai. Priya is
shown to be having a turbulent upbringing where her father wanted Surya, who was his friend, to marry her so that she would
get the idol's life-assurance money for him. To save Surya from marrying Priya because of his father's wish, Jai agrees to marry
Simi which ultimately leads them both agreeing to get married soon after their graduation. When they finally meet after over
two years, she is shocked to see how Jai has changed and is very upset about him marrying Simi. She is unable to even look at
him afterwards. Priya gets engaged to Surya's best friend Yamraj on her father's wish. However, she refuses the engagement as
she had loved Surya for a long time although she felt too guilty for not reciprocating his feelings. Surya overhears the
conversation between Priya & Yamraj and feels uneasy. Afterward, Surya meets Priya along with Jai at his new house where he
plans to move in with Priya saying that he cannot afford living alone at the moment without working. Priya rejects his offer,
saying that she does not need a place to stay with Surya because of the engagement. He realises that he has feelings for Priya and
decides to take a leave from his job to pursue her. Afterwards, Priya gets engaged to Yamraj. She tries to tell Surya this, but he
refuses as she is already married and tells her "I will take you back from the engagement only when Priya leaves Yamraj."
Meanwhile, Jai grows jealous of Surya's proximity with Priya and confronts him about it which leads them to fight.
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